This paper presents an architecture of the e-Butler service, i.e., a personalized consumer-centric infomediary delivering a broad range of shopping-related services to consumers. In order to provide these services effectively, e-Butler should be "intelligent." This paper describes how a certain level of intelligence is achieved through the utilization of a broad range of technologies, including data mining, personalization, profiling, recommender systems, data warehousing, Web proxy servers, data monitoring and XML-based technologies, that are integrated into a unique architecture of e-Butler.
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Introduction and Motivations
The rapid growth of online consumers and suppliers of goods and services over the past several years led to an increasing need to match the two groups by processing an enormous amount of information available on the Web and providing value-added services through supplying specialized information that make interactions between the consumers and suppliers easier and more efficient. These types of systems are called infomediaries [HS99, GT01] . Priceline.com and Lending Tree constitute examples of infomediaries in the travel and money lending industries. A special type of infomediary provides personalized services by taking into the consideration individual preferences and characteristics of the consumers. Most of the work in the personalization area [Cacm97, Paz99, AEK00, Cacm00, SKR01] focuses on businesscentric approaches since most of the personalization systems were implemented for the companies providing personalized products and services, such as Amazon.com. Moreover, these personalized solutions are provided for a narrow range of products and services, such as recommending books, CDs, movies, wines, and newsgroup articles. In contrast to this, relatively little work has been done on consumer-centric systems that serve the interests of consumers rather than businesses and that provide personalized solutions across a broad range of products and services.
In this paper, we focus on a specific type of consumer-centric infomediary, e-Butler [Tuz98] , that provides personalized online shopping, searching and information gathering services for a broad range of products and services. Being a consumer-centric service, it ensures trust of the consumer in various suggestions offered by e-Butler and guarantees that they represent the needs of the customer and not the interests of the businesses "pushing" their offerings on consumers. The e-Butler infomediary provides the following types of services to its customers.
Modify Current and Generate New Browsing Requests. Assume the user generates a new
browsing request by specifying a URL of interest. Then the e-Butler service may decide to modify the current URL request by recommending another URL that it thinks should be of more interest to the user. For example, the user may want to visit an online retailer xyz.com in order to buy a shirt. Then e-Butler may recommend to this customer to visit the site uvw.com, because it believes that uvw.com can offer a better value to the consumer for the requested class of products than the site xyz.com does. Moreover, e-Butler can proactively recommend (without any prior requests on the part of the user) visiting certain Web sites that it thinks can be of interest to him/her. To do this, the e-Butler service observes user browsing activities and analyses his/her online behavior (e.g., by building user profiles). It also follows various activities on the Web (e.g., sales and promotions) and builds a domain knowledge database, as described below. As a result of knowing the user and following what is "going on" at various Web sites, e-Butler can recommend to the user to visit certain sites that might be of interest to him/her.
Modify Current and Generate New Search
Queries. This type of service takes a search query entered by the user and modifies it whenever e-Butler believes that the modified query would better reflect the needs of the user. For example, if the user is searching for walking shoes (i.e., enters the query <"walking shoes">), this type of service may change the query to <black, "walking shoes", "size 10"> because the user has shoe size 10 and usually buys black shoes.
Moreover, e-Butler can generate a new search request from "scratch" by observing current user activities, examining his/her profiles, and following other activities on the Web at large. For example, by analyzing the past purchasing history of the user, e-Butler may know that the user may need new sneakers. At the same time, by monitoring various activities on the Web, e-3 Butler may know that Nike has a sale on its Web site that might be a good deal for the user.
Therefore, it generates a search request on behalf of the user (e.g., find black sneakers of size 10 that are on sale at Nike's Web site) and shows the results to the user the next time he or she uses the service. Some techniques for personalized Web search are already being developed, e.g., [JW02] propose the personalized version of Google's PageRank algorithm that is based on personalized PageRank vectors to rank the results returned by a Web search engine according to the individual's notion of importance.
Modify Current and Generate New Purchasing
Requests. The e-Butler service can modify various parameters of the purchase and recommend a purchase with modified parameters.
These "parameters" are interpreted in a broadest sense and include (a) characteristics of the product, such as color, size, and type; (b) the Web site that sells the product (e.g., the same product can be bought cheaper at a different Web site); (c) billing, shipping and credit card information of the customer (if you use Purple credit card, the product warranty will be doubled); (d) various promotional characteristics of the purchase (such as use coupon X, or buy another pair of shoes and get 50% off). Moreover, e-Butler can monitor various product offerings at different Web sites either using customer-specified or internally built monitoring mechanisms and can generate new purchasing requests on behalf of the customer.
To be able to deliver these services and make them valuable to consumers, e-Butler needs to (a) "understand" the consumer, (b) understand the domain of the available services, and (c) be "intelligent" by deploying sophisticated recommendation methods (matching consumers with the most relevant services) that would keep the consumers "happy." To make the e-Butler service "intelligent," it should use various machine learning, data warehousing, personalization, 4 data monitoring and other "smart" Web technologies, some of which are identified in this paper.
The concept of e-Butler was proposed in [Tuz98] , and parts of e-Butler-like capabilities can be found in prior work done in several areas of computer science. In particular, the research on intelligent agents [WJ95, Cacm99b] is relevant to e-Butler because they also provide services assisting customers in shopping or similar activities. However, none of this work provides the range of services described above across a broad range of product categories and delivered with the level of "intelligence" described in this paper. The area of recommender systems [Cacm97, BHK98, Paz99, AEK00, SKR01] is another area of research relevant to e-Butler because providing recommendations to the customers is one of functionalities that comprise the e-Butler service. Moreover, the work on user profiling and user modeling methods [AT01a, Kob01, WPB01] is also relevant because user profiling constitutes one of the functions of e-Butler.
Finally, elements of the e-Butler service have been implemented by some commercial Web sites, including MySimon (www.mysimon.com), MyGeek (www.mygeek.com), and Gator (www.gator.com). Most of these services require a plug-in for the customer's browser that monitors customer browsing activities on the Web and reacts at certain points with various offers that vary significantly from one type of service to another. All these services can be viewed as simplified implementations of the e-Butler service. This paper describes an architecture that significantly enhances e-Butler capabilities in comparison to these Web sites.
The main contribution of this paper lies in demonstrating feasibility of e-Butler systems by (a) presenting core architecture that is common to the e-Butler systems providing the types of services described above and (b) demonstrating that all the key components of this architecture can be implemented using the already existing technologies. Although we demonstrate 5 feasibility of an e-Butler service in this paper, the true success of such a service depends on how much the customer will be satisfied with these services implemented as a part of a working system. Although we have already implemented certain parts of e-Butler, including some profiling and recommendation components [AT01a, AT01b] , building a comprehensive reallife e-Butler system constitutes a very large and long-standing effort requiring contributions of many researchers that has not been accomplished yet.
An Overall Architecture of the e-Butler System
As shown in The personalization aspect of the e-Butler infomediary can be supported via the Personalization-Based Intelligence Module in Figure 1 that (a) modifies, augments, or even automatically generates user requests for services provided by e-Butler and (b) modifies and augments the results of the requests returned to the Interface from the domain. Figure 2 describes the structure of this Intelligence module consisting of five sub-modules that collectively form core components of e-Butler and should be present in one form or another in any comprehensive implementation of e-Butler functionalities described in Section 1. In the rest of this section, we provide a brief overview of these modules and flow of information between them. We describe each of these modules in greater detail in Section 3. Figure 2 also presents the main data flows between the modules described above. In the eButler system, we identify two main data flows: the personalization flow and the profiling flow.
The personalization flow takes the incoming requests and results (e.g., transmitted as HTTP messages) from the Interface module (see Figure 1 ) and sends them to Personalization module through the Request/Result Encoder/Decoder, where they are translated into the formats that are understood by personalization algorithms (e.g., relational attribute-value tuples). After the requests and/or results are modified (i.e., personalized) in the Personalization module, the personalization flow takes them back to the Interface module through the Request/Result Encoder/Decoder. While the personalization flow is responsible for making sure that user's requests and results reach the Personalization module, where they can be augmented, the profiling flow is responsible for making sure that user's transactional activities (i.e., requests and results) are archived and subsequently analyzed for the purpose of learning the up-to-date information about the user's tastes, preferences, and behavior and storing it in the user's profile. The Personalization module can subsequently use this information to augment the user's requests and results according to the user's preferences. More specifically, the profiling flow takes the copies of the incoming request and result data (after Request/Result Encoder/Decoder has translated it) and stores it in the Archive module. This data can be accessed by the Profile module, which analyzes it and uses it to update the user's profile.
As mentioned above, the five modules presented in Figure 2 and described above represent the core functionalities of the e-Butler system that must be present in any of its comprehensive implementations. Moreover, in this paper we identify the key components of each of the 5 modules and present them in Section 3 and in Figures 3-5. Therefore, this paper presents the core architecture of e-Butler at the level of detail where it is common across the different implementations of the system. However, although the key modules as presented in Figures 1-5 must be the same, implementations of these modules can vary considerably across different eButler systems. Moreover, based on a particular implementation of e-Butler, the system designers may also add certain implementation-specific modules to the system. For example, if e-Butler is implemented as a distributed system on several application servers, the Coordination module, responsible for distributing and scheduling the workload among the servers, may become a part of the architecture as well. However, in this paper we are focusing on the core functionalities of e-Butler that should be present in any comprehensive e-Butler implementation, and therefore, will focus exclusively on the five modules presented above.
The architecture, presented in this section and summarized in Figure 1 and Figure 2 , can be implemented in one of the following ways: (1) on each user's local machine that would contain all the software and data pertaining to the user of that machine; (2) as a client/server architecture: the software and some of the data (e.g., about products and services) are stored on a central server, whereas other (e.g., user-specific) data on the client; (3) on a central server containing the software and the data about all users as well as available products and services.
Among these three options, option (1) is less realistic because of the computationally intensive nature of some of the e-Butler processes and for scalability reasons: we would need to store a copy of all the software and the Domain Knowledge base on each user's computer. Option (2) is also problematic since it would generate a very large amount of network traffic since many of the e-Butler methods are data intensive. Therefore, option (3) provides the only practical approach to building e-Butler. Moreover, this option offers the following additional advantages.
First, the collection of the online transactional data is greatly simplified if all the requests go through a central server. Second, communities of practice and various other collaborative capabilities among customers (such as collaborative filtering [BHK98] ) can be introduced for the central server model. And finally, privacy preserving services can be provided to the customers using proxy server capabilities [Cacm99a] . Furthermore, hosting the e-Butler service on a third-party server (i.e., independent of any particular supplier) would guarantee the more "objective" personalization that is not biased toward any specific supplier of services, such as an online retailer or a manufacturer. The downside of the central server model is the possible decrease in the system's response time due to the fact that all users' requests are moving through the central server.
Architecture of e-Butler Components
In the previous section we presented an overall architecture of the e-Butler system and identified its key modules as shown in Figure 2 . In this section we describe these modules and interactions among them in more detail.
Request/Result Decoder/Encoder Module
To be able to analyze user's requests and results (usually transmitted over the Internet as HTTP messages), we must be able to decode them by extracting all the relevant information from them. Information extraction on the Web has been addressed extensively in the literature [Car97, BR99, KB00]. While information extraction from HTML documents is a complicated task (mainly because HTML lacks semantic markup [HF99] ), this task becomes much more involved when dealing with dynamically generated HTML pages that are not visible to the traditional search engines, i.e., the "hidden" Web [Ber01, IGS01] that by recent estimates comprises 500 billion pages [IGS01] .
One solution to this problem supported by many researchers and by the industry lies in the deployment of XML-based technologies that overcome many problems related to parsing static and dynamic HTML pages [GTM99, HF99, Stu00]. One of the main advantages of XML is that the information organized using DTDs (Document Type Definitions) can easily be extracted and validated (both at the syntactic and semantic levels). Also, XML is ideally suited to be a container for data, which would enable us to search for and retrieve product data from online retailers much more effectively and in a more structured manner than for the HTML-based 11 Web pages [HF99, Stu00] . Moreover, Web services can provide standardized application-toapplication interactions and exchange of the XML data. For the e-Butler implementation purposes, several Web services technologies are relevant. For instance, instead of HTTP, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) could be used to facilitate the exchange of XML-based messages among applications and, therefore, e-Butlers could use it to gather information from online retailers [GSB+01] . For this to work, the online retailers must provide Web service interfaces using WSDL and UDDI technologies [GSB+01] . Then service users (e.g., e-Butlers) can use registries to search for the relevant services. One of the main issues with XML, however, is that it is very hard for all the online retailers to agree on a common set of standards.
To address this issue, an industry-wide consortium, called RosettaNet (www.rosettanet.org), has been created. However, it has yet to develop the set of standards that is adopted by all major "players" in this field.
Archive Module
Archive module collects and stores copies of all the individual's transactional data that comes through the Encoder/Decoder module. Types of data that can be collected by the e-Butler system may include browsing, querying, and purchasing data pertaining to the user, e.g., timestamps, URL strings, Web page content, query keywords. In particular, browsing data describes which stores the user has been visiting and which items this user has been looking at.
Some examples of the collected browsing data may include store id, product id, date, time, duration of a page view, listed price at the viewing time, and other relevant content from the retrieved Web pages. Querying data represents parameters of the search queries that have been issued by the customer. The collected querying data may include the keywords of the search query, product attributes (e.g., color, price, brand) and their respective values (e.g., red, $19.95, Sony)), date, time, etc. Purchasing data describes what the user purchased, when and in which store. The collected data may include the store id, product id, date, time, price, shipping cost, the payment type, and other relevant information.
The internal structure of the Archive module is presented in Figure 3 . This module contains the Transaction Log database, where Request Decoder module places all the users' transactions as soon as they arrive. Before the collected data can be analyzed, it needs to be processed (e.g., cleaned, transformed, aggregated) and stored. Therefore, the Archive module also contains a Data Processor sub-module (as shown in Figure 3 ) that implements various data pre-processing techniques for the Web log and e-commerce data [Pyl99, Cacm00, SCD+00]. For example, because of the "statelessness" of the HTTP protocol, some of the most commonly used preprocessing techniques in Web data analysis are related to identifying users and sessions in the clickstream data [SCD+00] . After the data is pre-processed, various data warehousing technologies [Kim96, CD97] are used to store it in a data warehouse as shown in Figure 3 
Profile Module
The Profile module, presented in Figure 4 , analyzes the transactional data stored in Archive module and generates, stores and maintains user profiles. It is also responsible for keeping the profiles up-to-date, since tastes, preferences, and needs of users are likely to change over time. The resulting user profiles are stored in the Profile Repository, as shown in Figure 4 . The Profile Repository also stores demographic and other relevant factual data that can be entered directly by the user (e.g., age, gender, income, and marital status). For this purpose, the Profile module also contains a User Interface module, through which a user can inspect and modify all the information in his or her profile. The knowledge representation methods used to store profiles largely depend on the types of profiles being used. Simple factual profiles can be stored as records in a relational database. More sophisticated profiles may require more complex knowledge representation methods including rules and XML-based structures.
Personalization module
The internal structure of the Personalization module is presented in Figure 5 . Its main submodules are Request Modifier and Request Generator. The Request Modifier module operates in a synchronous manner by waiting until it receives the information on the current request (e.g., browsing, searching, or purchasing) from Request/Result Encoder/Decoder module described in Section 3.1 and then tries to modify it using the information about user's tastes and capabilities to retrieve the relevant information about the user and the domain, needed to, possibly, modify the request. Because of its synchronous nature, Request Modifier has to be fast to operate in real time. Therefore, it must deploy fast analysis techniques, such as fast pattern matching [AG97] and database querying [Ull90] . For example, the browsing request to see a particular white shirt in the online store XYZ can be augmented to include links to other stores that sell the same shirts at a lower price, by issuing a simple knowledge base query to find all such stores. Also, the purchasing request to buy a certain product using the credit card A can be modified to use the card B in order to not exceed the credit limit of card A.
The Request Generator module is operating in an asynchronous manner: it does not wait for requests, but is constantly monitoring through the Profile Monitor module for any significant changes in user behavior and interests as reflected in user profiles. It also monitors through the Domain Knowledge Monitor module for any significant changes in the domain knowledge base. Significant changes occurring to the profiles and/or domain may trigger new requests generated by the module. For example, if the user recently became interested in hip hop music (i.e., the change in user's preferences is observed -new keyword "hip hop music") and 3 new hip hop albums were just released (i.e., the change in the domain is observed related to the keyword "hip hop music"), the system may issue a certain request on the user's behalf (e.g., email information about the 3 new hip hop albums to the user) whenever it thinks it is appropriate. As with the Archive Monitor located in the Profile Module, similar data monitoring techniques can be used to monitor changes in user profile repository and the domain knowledge base [Sno88, TS96] . As soon as changes are significant enough so that some action can be taken, Request Generator issues a request on behalf of the user. However, before issuing a request the module has to have a high level of confidence that the request to be issued will 16 indeed be relevant to the user. For example, assume that the user is actively looking to buy a microwave oven and is browsing various stores looking at different microwave models. After a while, the short-term profile of the user (dedicated to tracking user's interests in the current Web session) will reflect the fact, that a significant number of pages visited by this user in the last 30 minutes contain descriptions of microwave ovens with a certain set of characteristics S.
This change in the short-term profile will be noticed by Profile Monitor. If the user profile also specifies that this user is price sensitive, then the Request Generator can generate the following search request on user's behalf: "find the microwave ovens with characteristics S and sort the resulting list by price." 
Domain Knowledge module
The Domain Knowledge module contains various data about the stores, product categories, individual products, and other related events. To keep the knowledge base up-to-date, this module has interfaces (e.g., using SOAP protocol [GSB+01] and/or an XML query language, such as XQuery [MCS+01] ) to the online retailers, through which it can download the latest information about products, discounts, etc. In addition, the knowledge base must contain metadata, such as taxonomies, ontologies, attribute descriptions, and business rules [Tiw99, Fen01] that can be used by Personalization and other modules to generate and modify users' requests and results. An example of meta-data that would be useful for e-Butler to have is product hierarchies, e.g., so that the system is aware that "skim milk" is a kind of "milk," "milk" is a "dairy" product, and "dairy" products are "food" products. An example of a useful business rule could be "do not recommend meat to vegetarians". The Domain Knowledge module contains a data and meta-data repository, which is constructed and maintained using various database, knowledge base [Ull90] , and data warehousing [Kim96, CD97] technologies. There is a large body of work done in the AI community on how to represent domain knowledge [SD99, Tiw99, Fen01] that can be leveraged in this module. Meta-data (e.g., taxonomies, business rules, etc.) is usually provided by domain experts; however, it can also be discovered using various data mining methods.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented an architecture of the e-Butler service, i.e., a personalization-based consumer-centric infomediary delivering a broad range of shopping-related services to the customers that generates new or modifies existing browsing, querying and purchasing requests.
As was argued in [Tuz98] , e-Butler is an important service that should help consumers in their daily shopping activities and should simplify their lives. In order to provide these services effectively, e-Butler should be "intelligent." As described in the paper, this is achieved through the utilization of a broad range of "smart" technologies, including data mining, personalization, profiling, recommendation, data warehousing, Web proxy servers, data monitoring and XMLbased technologies. The main contribution of this paper lies in demonstrating feasibility of eButler by presenting an architecture that integrates all these technologies into a unique system and demonstrating that all the components of e-Butler can be built using already existing methods.
